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NOMENCLATURE +
Z
++ English _'
Symbol Definition Units Used ,:
a Propellant burning rate coefficient, in/sec-psi n _
+ aT Time-temperature shift factor. -- i +
A Cross-sectional area. in2 •
b Average web-thlckness of main propellant grain, in. I+
c Specific heat at constant volume, in-lbf/lbm°R
cI Constant giving ratio of peak amplitude of cyclic --,ibf-sec/In 3 +I
pressuze loading to average pressure. Also,
_onstant in the Summerfield burning rate law.
+
c2 Constant in the Summerfield burning rate law. ibfl/3-sec/inS/3 i
c3,c4 Constants in modified burning rate law. sec,(sec3/slug) I/2
},
• o_ I+CI,C2 Constants in time-temperature shift factor (Eq. V-2). --,
CF Ideal thrust coefficient. -- !
o l!CV Coefficient of variation.
D Thermoelastlc energy dlsslpation. °R/sec _
E,E' Modulus of elasticity and real part of the complex lbf/in 2
tensile modulus, respectively. _:|
Ee,Eg Modulus of elasticity under long-time steady ibf/in2 I'loading eondltlons and at the glass transition
temperature, respectively.
F Thrust. ibf
m,
G Mass flow rate per unit area. slugs/sec_in e !i
G' Real part of the complex shear modulus, ibf/in2 ;+
K2 Two-qlded statistical tolerance factor. -- _i +
L,Lre f Flow length and reference flow length, respec- 'in.
tlvely, in modified flame height burning rate law. |
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
English
Symbol Definition Units U_
M Mach number.
n Burning rate exponent. ---
P Pressure. Ibf/in2
P Critical pressure in moditied flame, ibf/in 2
• cr
!
r Burning rate. in/see f
r Burning rate at zero velocity, in/see
o
Re Rey olds number.
s Standard deviation of a sample, units vary
t Time. sec.
T Absolute temperature °R or °K
T Glass transition temperature. °K
g
u Velocity parallel to the burning surface, ft/sec
XTa Difference in web thickness at ends of LTa In,
(Ref. 5).
Value of general statistically distributed units vary
variable.
y Distance burned, in.
z Instantaneous difference between web thickness in.
at head and nozzle ends of controlling grain
length, including any length assoclatcd with
XTa and 0G (Ref. 5). I
Greek I
Linear coefficient of thermal expansion. 1/°R !
J 6,_ Shear loss and tensile lo3s modulus, respectively. -- ,_
X
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q, NOMENCLATURE(Concluded)
_.:; i Subscripts Definition
;_"'" N Value for new motor.
_ I o Stagnation.
_:_ i S Space Shuttle.
A
, _ SA Adjustedvaluefor Space Shuttle.
_;,_ ss Steady state.)
....i! t Transient.
_ i i T Titan lllC.
_',_ I SuPerscripts
1 "
{ • Time rate of change of a quantlty.
i ' Experimental data. !
,_i _ Value of a variable where H=I.
' - Average or mean value. ;
:?I
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_.-• I. INTRODUCTION AND SUmmARY
This report presents the results of research performed at Auburn
: University during the period November 19, 1976, to November 18, 1977,
_._..,], under Modification No. 19 to the Cooperative Agreem_ _t, dated February
, ii, 1969, between NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and Auburni
_ University. The principal r ,jective of the research is to further
-.' develop techniques for theoretical assessment of solid rocket motori
_! (SRM) internal ballistic performance to include statistical investigation
of thrust imbalance of pairs of SRMs firing in parallel as on the booster
i stage of the Space Shuttle.L
-: 1 The theoretical thrust imbalance of SPuMpairs has been previously
investigated statistically using a Monte Carlo technique (Ref. 1-4).
The results of this investigation include a computer program whlch selects
sets of significant variables on a probability basis and calculates the
performance characteristics for a large number of motor pairs using a
mathemaLical mode_ of the internal ballistics. This model is based on an
earlier basic comphter program (Refs. 5 and 6) which permits rapid assess-
ment of internal ballistic performance using simplifying assumptions which
have been demonstrated to give reallstlc results. The basic program is
known as the design analysis program. A complete listing of tl_edesign
analysis program is given in Ref. 3. A few minor modifications are
identified in Ref. 2. Reference 2 also lists tilecomplete program with
a special option which permits assessment of the effects of c_rcular-
perforated grain deformation on internal b._lllstics. As adopted into thu
Monte Carlo program, the basic design analysis program does not include
the grain deformation analysis but does include an analysis which accounts
for the effects of propellant grain out-of-roundness, eccentricity and/or
nonaxisymmetric grain temperature distribution. A listing of the complete
Monte Carlo program is also given in Ref. 3 with a few minor improveme_ts
identified in Ref. 2.
The research which culminated in the development of the design analysis
and Monte Carlo programs revealed a number of areas in which the programs
may be improved. Also, an alternative scheme for predicting thrust im-
balance has been suggested, and the methods of assessing grain deformation
and its ballistic effects need further verification. The extended research
discussed in this report deals in part with such additional aspects.
During development of the Monte Carlo program the effects of strain
_': rate on the performance of SRMs were examined (Refs. 2-3). The investiga-
, ",
:. tlon disclosed that modification of the solid phase grain temperature
...., _" distribution and hence propellant burning rate due to thermoelastic coupling
,;:_:' may occur when strain rates are high; i.e., during highly transient con-
, dltions of operation. Although an assessment of single SRMs under ignitio**-
¢",' l
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type pressure loads showed the burning rate of+oct is emil, additional I+
+_ research was indicated with respect to effects of physical propertia8. li
:+ _, klSo. the tharmoelastic effect needed to be evaluated under cyclic loading
_:ili_ conditions such as those produced by oscillatory burning and mechanically
++_ induced vibrations. The extended research also embraces investigation of
,'_+_ these atlas,
+
++ + The alternative scheme Per predicting thrust imbalance that rnultsd
_+ _ from the extended research makes use of a demonstrated linear relation-
_, ship between thrust imbalance at various times and the correspoudlu I slopes
-_ of the nominal thrust-time trace for both theoretical (Nones Carlo) results
....+! and tilt data. A method is presented whereby the thrust imbalance of a new
! $PJ4destBu:ay be predicted from the linear relationship without recourse
_: + to aM outs Carlo analysis. The accuracy of the prediction Is expecte_ to
_ be b_st during the tatloff port_ou of the trace. The method Is restricted
i_, _+ to SR_ employing similar manufacturing and processing controls to those of
i the Titan IlIC SSKs which constitute the baseline analysis. Au exception
" , Is propellent burning rate variability which may be different for the new
_ destln since it is accounted for in the relationship. A scaling relation-
:++! ship ie used to relate theoretical results to test results. This scaltn_
relationship may be applied either to the alternative technique of pre-
; dictlug thrust imbalance or as an adjustment to a Monte Carlo analysis of
_" ! thrust imbalaucn.
:_ l_prove_euts to the basic design a_d Monto Carlo computer progra_ are
: made in the following a_eas: 1) Hodlflcattou of the Input procedure in the
programs to alloy the use of N_I.IST for uonstatisttcal input variables.
This simplifies the mechanics of card input for beret progra_ and reduces
+ the a_ouut of input required for multiple configurations in th_ deaigu
._ analysis program, 2) Incorporation of an output option in the design
analysis program which allo_a selection of a limited number of output var-
Iables _reatly reducing the number of printed sheets and computer execution
+ =Ime. 3) Reduction in the volume of printsd output in the Monte Carlo
program by changes in the present format structure. This change causes all
Input data for each SP_I to be written on a single page. _) Modification
_, of program logic and statement structure in both programs to decrease
;_:_, computational time and hence further increase program efficiency, The net
r©sult of all the changes ls a re,action of typical cou_utatioual times In
the basic design program by approximately _0 percent for the limited out-
+ put option and 20 percent for the full output. Monte Carlo program opera-
:+_,+ tlonal times are reduced by approximately 20 percent.
• Attempts to further verify the tnfluenc¢ of grain deformation on
.' _ internal ballistics were impeded by the anomalous performance of the motor
_+,.,i selected for the investigation. _fforts to explain the irregular behavior
include analysis of nosale throat behavior and propellent erosive burning
:'ii'i+'i"l: characteristics. A new model Of erosive bu_ulug, termed the modified flam_
__+_I height model, is developed which when combined with the grain deformation+_ model permits excellent representation of the performancs of the Castor
_!_ TX35_-5 and T0-455,02 SRHs. The model u_oa two constants which ware selected
_i_ for each motor to match teat performance. Tl_esame constants used for the
i
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": _1J-455.02 also gave a good match when used to predict the performance of
the first Space Shuttle SF_t (DM-1) which has a very similar, although not
: identical, propellant formulation. The new burning rate model was in-
::i,.g corporated as an option into the same version of the design analysis pro-
- gram that contains the grain deformation analysis along with the other
"_/' . design analysis program improvements outlined above. Although this research ,
_,': provides add..itionalevidence of the validity of the grain deformation
_. anal_sls for cfrcular_perforated grains, we fee! that a sufficiently firm
basis has not yet b-grenestabllshed to warrant incorporating the analysis
, into the Monte Carlo program.
._-_, With the objective of finding a slmpllfled approach to including the
_:_-: effects of star-type grain deformation into the program, an e,xperlmental
%_ subscale inert model of thu Space Shuttle star grain segment was constructed.f.
_ Perimeter changes measured under hydraulic pressure were approximately
V
_ 0,2 percent at 400 pain, This was confirmed by a finite element analysis.
The potential amount of burning perimeter change involved was Judged to be
t_, small enough in comparison to clrcnlar-perforated changes (4.0 percent at
:,:., 800 psi) to be considered negligible in the Space Slmttle. liowever, for
:_',_ grains with thicker webs and shorter star points the deformation is expected
"Y,\ to be more substantial.
Additional investigation into the effect of propellant strain rate on
_, propellant burning rate leads to the conclusion that for all practical
purposes the effect is negligible for both steadily increasing pressure loads
:., and oscillatory loads. The investigation includes incorporation of a relax- :
., atlon modulus into the thermoelastic analysis and examination of the effect
' of Polsson's ratio, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity. A brlef
; analysis of the effects of mechanical vibration on burning rate and internal
:.... ballistic performance as caused bv the thermomcchanlc,ll energy dissipation
i I associated with viscoelastic materials is also included. An impnrtant by-
product of this research is the demonstrated capability to c_:Iculate the
influence of oscillating pressure loads (with or without thet_aoelastlc
coupling) on transient burning rates m'Iking use of the Zcldovich and
Novozhilov (Z-N) transient burning rate model (Refs. 2 and 7). This analysis
_r
may prove useful for combustion instability studies irrespective of the
_" " thermoelastic effect. Likewise, an internal ballistic model of the ignition
'_':- transients in SRHs also including the Z-N burning rate model developed in a
'._ separate effort (Ref. 8) under the general guidance of this pro_ect may prove
_, of some utility.
_i': As well as a general discussion of the changes that have been made to
_:-. the basic computer programs, the text contains a detailed description of
_, the new input formats for the design analysis and Monte C'_rlo prop,rm_,,,_
..... and for the design analysis program with grain deformation and burning rate
_-'_:"_,, model options. Sample outputs are also presented _or the three programs.
%! ',
',_%!
t
/ t
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i II. TIIRUST IMBALANCE PREDICTIONS
:__• i In Ref. 2, a statistical relationship is shown to eXiSt between the
thrust Imbalance at various times and the corresponding slopQ of the
,:--_ i nominal thrust-time trace for 30 theoretical Titan llIC SIOl pairs obtained
=;' :i from a Hoots Carlo evaluation The purpose of the present analysis is to
...._ ,:_! refine and extend the investigations and conclusions of gef. 2. lqore
_,::__:i specifically, the new analysis est,tblishes procedures for predicting the
thrust imbalance tr,_cefor a new SRblpair directly from the slope of the
_ . nominal thrust-|line trace without a Honte Carlo evaluation, Also, a ""
v::-_ scaling law is developed based on difG, rences between the Monte Carlo
=" evaluation and known test results for the Titan IIIC.
:, _ _ Linear ARproximatlon to Monte Carlo Imbalance Equations.
! A question we# ralscd in gef, 2 concerning the randomness of aelsction
_ " of the time ,_llceson _,'hlchtht'thrust imbalance relationship was based.
_ A rigorous statistical analvsls of the LelationsltIp between the thrust
, _ imbalance and the thrust-time slope requires that a random selection of
_' slopes be mad,,, i.e., _,,ithno prior knowledge of thrust imbalance values.
', i This necessitates a special search procedure since for a given value of
: thrust-tlme slope, several corresponding thrust in,balance values (at various
: times) may be found, The task becomes exceedingly complicated _,,ithrela-
_ lively low values of thrust-tlme slope, especially when examining erratic
_, -_ test data. .
An alternative approach is to divide the thrust trace Into a large
_? number of equl-spaced time slices. Nhile this does not represent s truly
_" _ random selection of thrust-time slopes, it can be argued that the slopes
. : are chosen with no prior knowledge of the thrust imbalance values, Although
not completely rigorous, this procedure provides an accurate and consistent
: method of analy_Ing and predicting thrust imbalance, as will be demonstrated.
:_ The alternative approach is applied to s set of 30 theoretical Titan
. lllC SRblpairs, Time slices of motor pair imbalance traces and individual
, meter thrust traces are taken at 0,5 see, increments throughout burn time,
:' ' including tailoff, Average values of absolute thrust imbalancs for the 30
0_ ' pairs at each time slice are plotted versus the absolute values of th.
'-'" .-! average thrust-time slopes for tl_e oO m,'.tor,q. This is shown In Fig. ll-la
:! 'av::: alum,,,, with a linear least-squ,_res approximation, [AF lay - 0.683[ [ + 5172.
_:; ] A correlation coefficient, which indicates the accuracy of the linear
t Is determined be 0.983. These values wellapproximation.
to agree very
i_'_ with those presented in Ref. 2.
It should be noted here that relatively large values of thrust-tlm
/,._. slope and tl_ru._t imbalance are esperl_,n,'ed only ,luring tl_c talloff period,
Thus tl_e slope of the linear approxir_a_ton is determined principally by
;':_-,. tl_e talloff characteristics, and the,,_,_ximumvalue of tl_rust Imbalancs
q'_/,b
:!1
i
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_U
_I " -0.683I_ i+ 5172
, _o _ Correlation Coefficient ,,0.983
• i
_o sb 6b _ eo
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MEAN TIME RATE OF CHANGE OF THRUST (LBF)xlO -3 :
_ a. Thrust imbalance vs. thrust-tlme slope |
_o
O
i latl n Cool eient - 0.980
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF ME_ 'rl_lERATE OF CHANCE OF T}I_U.<T(I.BF_._|O-_
1
,",. b, Standard deviation of thrust imbalance vs. thrust-time slope, i
< ',
"_;, Figure II-I. Correlations determiued from a set of 30 theorct- ,_
_., ical Titan IIIC SRM pairs obtained fron_a Monte '
_. Carlo evaluation• 1/
2,-'
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occurs during the tailoff period. This obaervatiou tends L_ support the
validity of using equi-spaced time slices in place of random values of
thrust-time slope since the inherent, additional quantity of lower valued
: thrust-tlme slopes, obtained in the equi-spaced time slice method, only
-i confirms the thrust imbalance intercept, and has little effect on the
._:: _ slope of the established relationship between thrust imbalance and thrust-
_' .me slope.
:_ _'_
N
_ .! It is desired to compare this analysis of 30 theoretical Titan IIICSRM pairs to an analysis of 30 theoretical Space Shuttle SRM pairs. After
_I_ obtaining the latter SRM pairs from a Monte Carlo evaluation, the pro-
_,._ cedure described above is used to determine the thrust imbalance versus
_".___J thrust-time slope correlations presented in Figure ll-2a, with a linear
_'_' least-squares avvroximation, IAFla v = 0.232 ]Fav ] + 1504, and a correlation
_ _ coefficient of 0.943. It is immediately obvious that the linear approxi-
_'i mations for the two analyses are in considerable disagreement, which might
_ well be expected when comparing two entirely different families of motors.
_ It should be noted that the Space Shuttle S_! configuration used in the
_ { analysis differs somewhat from that used in Ref. 3 and includes changes
v ; that reduce tailoff thrust imbalance. The earlier configuration would
_. _ exhibit higher thrust imbalances at correspondingly higher nominal thrust-
, time slopes. These sets of values would presumably lie close to an
_.. extension of the regression line on Fig. ll-2a.
._ In examining the cause of the apparent discrepancy between the Titan
.: and Space Shuttle SRM evaluations, it is advantageous to consider the
_ sources of the data used; namely, the Monte Carlo evaluations, which use
statistical data for determining variations of certain parameters. An
_ examination of the statistical _,arlatlons (standard deviations) of these
:. parameters and their relative influences reveals that the variation of the
burning rate coefficient may represent the most significant difference
Y: between the two analyses.
f
The other statistically varvlng parameters were found to have small
influences on the thrust imbalance relationships because of similar
" coefficients of variation (standard deviation divided by mean value) for
;_') these two SRMs. Other SRMs might exhibit different variations of parameters
!_ and the effects could become influential.
_Y_ The coefficient of variation of the Titan burning rate coefficient
_ used in the analysis is
...._:1 CVT - - 0,0003428/0.06653 - 0.005153. (II-l)
:_ °aT/aT
q
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' b. Standard deviation of thrust imbalance vs. thrust-tlme slope.
Figure II-2. Correlations determined from a set of 30 theoretical
Space Shuttle SRM pairs obtained from a Monte Carlo
evaluation.
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The coefficient of variation of the Space Shuttle burning rate coefficient
used in the analysis is
"'CVS = Oas/a S = 0.000008335/0.006915 = 0.001205. (II-2)
And, since the magnitudes of thrust imbalance result primarily from the
variations of web-actlon times, not only should the variations in burning
rate coefficients be examined, but also the web thicknesses. The coef-
ficient of variation for the Space Shuttle burning rate coefficient may
now be adjusted to that used for the Titan, including web thickness adjust-
ment:
CVSA = _T CVT/_S = (36.16 in) (0.005153)/(4( 60 in) = 0,004589. (II-3)
The adjusted Space Shuttle standard deviation is
O = as CVsA = (0.006915)(0.004589) = 0.00003173. (11-4)
aSA
Using this adjusted value of statistical variation for the Space
Shuttle burning rate coefficient, a Monte Carlo evaluation of 30 theo-
retical SRM pairs is obtained. Repeating the previously described time
"i'_ slice analysis results in the relationship of Fig. ll-3a, with a linear
!', m
appro i tion,1 F1av0.7281 a I+1633,andacorrelationeoe flclent_T
_ of 0.928. The effect of this burning rate adjustment is clearly seen
_ when compared, as in Fig. II-4, to the original Space Shuttle and Titan
: analyses. It is noted that the Space Shuttle configuration with adjusted I
burning rate variations closely defines the thrust imbalance versus thrust- );:: time slope of the theoretical Titan motors. Thus it is concluded thatthe burning rate coefficient and web thickness are the most Jignificant
_:/ factors influencing the magnitudes of the thrust imbalance, particularly i
_ during the tailoff period.
,: It now appears feasible that a thrust imbalance versus thrust-time
_ slope relationship, based on a Monte Carlo evaluation, can be predicted
:_:'_ for a pair of new motors firing in parallel or a family of new motors,
_,,,_ without actually performing the Monte Carlo evaluation. However, this
_'_ does require that the new motors have similar manufacturing tolerances
t__/] and statistical variations (similar t_chnology) on the significant motor
i_ii_:| parameters. Using both the Titan and _pace Shuttle analyses as a base,
j_,,;; a thrust imbalance relationship is determined for the new motors,
._-|
,..._}'_ IAFIav = (0.0714 + 3.282 CVN ztl)IFax,I + (198 + 26,694 cvN ,N), (11-5)
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Figure II-3. Correlations determined from a set of 30 theoretical
%f_.,_ Space Shuttle Sl_ipairs obtained from a Honte Carlo
_i!_ evaluation using Titan burning rate variations.
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where CVN la the coefficient of variation of the burning rate coefficient
tot the new motors and TN (in inches) is the mean web thickness of the
new motors. This relationship is obtained by assuming linear relation-
ships between the product of CV and T and the slop_ and intercept of the
thrust imbalance versus thrust-tlme slope.
t
correlations; however, an Identical procedure has been executed simultan-
eously to establish correlations for the standard deviation of the thrust
imbalance. Fig. II-lb rspreseuts the standarJ deviation correlation for
the Titan theoretical _airs; Fig. II-2b for the Space Shuttle theoretical
and II-3b for the Shuttle theoretical Titan
_ variations and web adjustment on burning rate coefficient. These
_ analyses are compared in Fig. 1I-5 to illustrate the effect of the burn-
'r._ ing rate adjustment on the standard deviation. Since the comparison is
_;, similar to that demonstrated in Fig. I1-4 for the thrust imbalance, a
relationship for the standard deviation of the thrust imbalance for a i
pair of new motors is determined,
}
'I FI - (-0.00126+ 2.969cv, ,,)Iavl + (6o6+ 20.610 ,,).
again without the Monte Carlo evaluation.
Linear least squares approximations to the actual relationships
between thrust Imbalance, standard deviation and thrust-time slope have
been established, but nothing has been said about the appl_'ability of
_ these correlations. We wish to use these approximations to establish an
expected thrust imbalance envelope for the Space Shuttle theoretical SR_!
::" pairs, as was accomplished in Ref. 2, using the relatloashlp
: ]112
- ±x2 + .2I F[ (11-7)
: where K2 is the two-aided tolerance factor (3.68) determined by the
:: sample sise (30 pairs) and the desired probability (0.90) that a specl-
:_- lied percentage (99.7I) of the thrust imbalance distribution will be
' included within the prescribed limits (thrust imbalance envelope).
A comparison is presented in Fig. II-6 of the thrust imbalance
_ envelopes uein$ the Monte Carlo evaluations directly and using the linear
_j: approximations. For conciseness only the positive halves of the envelopes
,_,_ are presented; the negative halves are simply mirror images. Fig. II-6a
demonstrates a close agreemnt of the two methods during the tailoff
period, This lea result of the relatively close correlation of the
_ linear approxt.,ation to the Monte Carlo data during tailoff, as seen in
._ Fig, 11-2. " _ver, Fig. 11-6b does not indicate a close agreement of the _ '
1978011256-024
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")I b. Thrust imbalance envelopes during web action time.
'i' l_Igure IT-6. Tolerance limits for thrust imbalance of
,! 30 theoretlcal Space Shuttle SRH pairs(Probability 0.90 for 99.7% of the dis-
tr tbut Ion).
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two methods during web action time, especially at the end of the head end
star grain web action time. Thls discrepancy can be explained since the
slopes of the li:,ear approximations were determined principally by the
tailoff characteristics, and the associated greater web action times tend to
magnify any variations in burning rate at shorter times. Therefore, the ,_
slopes of the linear approximations are accurate only during ¢l,atailoff
period. The slope can be adjusted by reducing it in proportion to the
percentage of web burned at any particular time. Continuous adjustment
of the slope throughout web action time results in the third thrust im-
balance envelope represented in Fig. 11-6b. This adjustment does result
in much closer agreement at the end of star grain web action time, but
adversely affects most of the remaining envelope. Since the linear
approximations are reasonably accurate only for higher values of thrust- •i
time slope, it can be argued that the web-tlme adjustment should only be
applied to higher magnitudes, such as at the end of the star grain web
action time. This would, however, present difficulties in transition
_ between adjusted and non-adjusted portions of _:he avelope _
_i Since the linear approximations of the thrust imbalance and _he i
standard deviation of the thrust imbalance are reasonably accurate only
during tailoff, a better approximation of t.,etailoff imbalance envelope
could possibly be achieved by using only the tailoff trace to determine :
the linear approximations. _
I
Because of the somewhat random relationship between thrust imbalance {
and thrust-time slopes during web action time, this portion of the envelope |
i_, should be used only as a first, and generally not conservative, estimate. }) For the tailoff period, an alternative method has been devised whereby the
thrust imbalance characteristics obta_.nable from the Monte Carlo program _ '
can be estimated quite well from the nomina] thrust-tlme trace using the
linear approximation given by Eqs. II-5 and 6. The equations a_e only :
' :_! valld, however, for motors havin_, manufacturing and processing variations
: _ similar to the Titan IIIC and Space Shuttle SRM's, except for burning
I rate control, which is accounted for in the equations.
I! Comparison with Test Results
_' Thrust Imtalance relationships have now been established between
_ ii Monte Carlo evaluations of two different SRM configurations. The question
_i now arises as to how these theoretical evaluations compare with actual
test data. At present, the Space Shuttle SRMs have not flown and no test
data for motor pairs is available, so we can institute a comparison only for
_ the Titan IIIC configuration, for which good palredthrust data is readily _
_ _ available for 20 SRM pairs.
,I Thrust imbalance and thrust-time slope are correlated for the 20
A _I Titan lllC SRMpairs of test data in an identical manner ,isperformedii_:'_ previously for the th_oret_ca£ motor data. Figure ll-7a depicts the
_,: i f
i t
i
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I a. Thrust imbalance vs. thrust-tlme slope.
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il;'J Figure II-7. Correlations determined from flight data obtained
from a set of 20 Titan lllC SRM pairs.
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results of this correlation along with a linear least-squares approximation
[AF[av- 0.492[av[+ 3963,witha correlationcoefficientof0.95S.Com-
parlson of the flight data and theoretical motor correlations reveals sig-
:_ nificant differences in thrust imbalance characteristics. Because the
• equations used in the Monte Carlo evaluation do not represent all the complex .
phenomena associated with the beginning of tailoff, the resulting theoretical
_/! traces initially regress more abruptly than the actual performance traces.
Therefore, the maximum thrust imbalance is higher and occurs earlier in the
L;.. theoretical motor pairs than in the actual pairs which have more rounded
_4 traces at the beginning of tailoff. It is also notable that whereas the i
Monte Carlo program overestimates the maximum imbalance based on the present
_: time slice analysis, it underestimates the maximum thrust imbalance calcu- ;
,_:i fated without regard to the time at which that maximum occurs (See Ref. 2).
L; Because of the nature of the differences in tailoff characteristics
_I between the theoretical and actual Titan IIIC motors, it is reasonable to
assume that these differences will be exhibited in other configurations
such as the Space Shuttle SRMs. With this assumption it is now possible,
_" using the theoretical Space Shuttle SRM thrust imbalance correlation
! (Fig. II-2a), to predict the thrust imbalance correlation of the flight
article. Using the proportionate changes in slope and intercept between
the Titan correlations (Figs. II-i and 7) and applying these to the Space
Shuttle theoretical correlation (Fig. II-2), results in the Space Shuttle...
= 0.167 IFav Iflight prediction as depicted in Fig. II-8 which is IAF[av
+ 1152. Additionally, it may be noted that a proportionate increase in
maximum thrust-time slope is included in the Space Shuttle prediction, i
since this increase is also exhibited by the Titan motors during tailoff.
A similar scaling is applied to the standard deviation of the thrust
! imbalance as indicated in Fig_,re II-9. The Space Shuttle flight prediction
of the standard deviation is then SlAFI = 0.097 !FayI + 1465.
Using these flight predictions (scaled linear approximations), an
'ii expected tailoff thrust imbalance envelope is determined and presented
I in Fig. II-10a. The validity of the scaled thrust imbalance envelope can
be verified by examination of the Titan llIC theoretical and test data.
Figure II-10b depicts the thrust imbalance envelope computed from:
I) the Monte Carlo Evaluation, directly; 2) linear approximations of the
Monte Carlo evaluation; 3) scaled linear approximations (flight predictions);
and 4) actual test data. It is noted that the scaled envelope is slightly
lower than that of the test data. This is because the linear approxlma-
tions of the test data (Fig. II-7) do not accurately represent the maxlm.Jm
values of thrust imbalance and standard deviation since these values lie
off the regression line. Also, in Fig. II-10a, the time of peak thrust
imbalance differs between the Monte Carlo and the test data analyses, as
described previously in this report. However, the magnitude of the peak
imbalance is fairly accurately represented by the flight prediction
envelope.
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,:_-,' (probability 0.90 for 99.7% of the distribution)
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,'=_4 1 The scaling relationship between the theoretical evaluation and
:_ flight test results may be applied either to the new procedure wltb no
_ql Monte Carlo analysis or to a Monte Carlo analysis of a new SP_ pair.
No_i The latter alternative is reco_nded when manufacturing and processing
_. . controls differ substantially from those employed in the Titan IIIC.
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Ill. IMPROVEMENT OF PREVIOUS COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Because of the anticipated use of the design analysis and Monte
Carlo computer programs in the preliminary design of SRMs, it is desirable
at this time to increase the efficiency of the programs and reduce some
of the complexities associated with handling of data. This is accomplished
through an extensive series of modifications aimed at reducing computer
execution time, reducing program size, elimlnatlng unnecessary variables,
statements and computations, reducing the amount and number of cards of
input data, allowing more flexibility and easier modification of input
data, and reducing the volume of output data.
Deslgn Analysis Computer Program
In an attempt to accomplish the aforementioned goals, many modifica-
tions have been made. The following represents a llst of the most signif-
icant modifications since Ref. 3:
i. The data card to 'SET INITIAL VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES TO ZERO t
is removed and this operation replaced by utilizlng available
temporary disk space.
2. All input data except NRUNS and tabular data for propellant tem-
perature distribution are converted to NAMELIST inputs. This
facilitates easier data input since specific format fields are
not required. Variable names must be punched on the cards,
thus allowing more rapid identification of variables and their
values. The use o_ NAMELIST eliminates repetitious input
of data when running multiple configurations slnce only the
variables with different values from the first case need to be
input. Note that this is slightly different from the normal
NAMELIST feature of updating the previous case. This is done
using temporary disk storage. Three NAMELIST blocks are
used:
MAIN1 includes all variables previous].y read in
data groups in the MAIN program, except for NRUNS and the
tabular input of the propellant temperature distribution
(ITEMP - 0).
AREAS1 includes all variables previously read in data
groups in subroutine AREAS, except for the tabular input
; of burning areas.
i AREAS2 includes all the variables for the tabular input
I' of burning areas (INPUT - 1 or INPUT - 3).
I
!ii
I
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An example of the use of these NAMELIST blocks in multlple con-
figurations is given in Table III-l. For multiple cases, blocks
MAINI and AREASI must be included in all cases even if no variables
are listed (See ARFAS1 block of second case in Table III-1).
NAMELIST is a stanaard FORTRAN IV feature, and addltlonal infor-
matlon can be obtained from any good reference in FORTRAN IV.
3. The use of NAMELIST now allows the elimination of the input
_ varlable NTABY, which was necessary to insure the reading of all
! tabular input data cards before proceeding to the next data case.
._ When data is read from NAMELIST, preceding unread data cards are
i skipped, thus eliminating the previous need to do this using
NTABY.
4. The input variable MU is eliminated since it is only used for
calculatlng the initial Reynolds number, which is not used
elsewhere. Obviously the calculation and output of initial
Reynolds number are also ellmlnated.
5. An output option (IOO) is included in NAMELIST MAIN1 to allow a
reduction in output volume.
The options for IOO are:
0 for partial output (2 lines)
1 for full output (4 lines)
Tables III-2 and III-3 illustrate partial and full outputs, te-
l spectively, and include various other input options.
6. An input variable (PATMI) for the initial atmospheric pressure
(in psla) is included in NAMELISTMAINI to accommodate pressures
other than standard (14.696 psla).
t
7. Numerous repetitious computations are consolidated, and some
program logic is optimized. This does much to reduce the
required execution time of each configuration.
8. The convergence criteria (GMAX and GMIN) on the chamber pressure
iterations are slightly relaxed. This gives a reduction
in execution time, while not adversely affecting the program
results.
9. In the output data, FAV and FVACAV have been replaced by AVRAD
and AVEPSp which are the average nozzle throat radial erosion
rate (in in/sec) and the average nozzle expansion ratio, re-
spectlvely.
,t
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i0. The special relationship used to calculate head end chamber
pressure for combination clrcular-perforated and star grains
is eliminated. The same approximate relationship is now
....'_ used for all grains, because detailed examination of results
over a period of several years shows the special relatlonshlp
J tends in general to underestimate the head end pressure.
These modifications have resulted in substantial savings in both the
number of input data cards (approximately halved) and execution time of
_ _i the design analysis program. With a full output (IO0 - I, Table III-3)the reduction in execution time is approximately 20 percent, and
; ! more significantly, with a partial output (IO0 - O, Table III-2) the
_ reduction in execution time is approximately 40 percent, and tbe volume
of output is approximately halved. This reduction in execution time
_" should, however, not be misinterpreted as a reduction in total computer
: time or compilation time. While the compilation time comprises, by far,
_: the majority of the total computer time for a single run, and has not been
reduced by this effort, the compilation time can be totally avoided by the
use of an object deck, i.e., a copy of the program which has already
been converted to machine language and requires no compilation time. Thus
i the reduction i._ execution time is most significant when using an object
deck or when running multiple configurations,
The entirety of these modifications have also been applied to the
design analysis program with grain deformation (Section IV) alone with
additional modifications unique to the grain deformation analysis and the
addition of a new erosive burning law options. These additional modifica-
tions are discussed in Section IV.
Monte Carlo Computer Program
Since the Monte Carlo Program is composed, in parr, of the design
analysis program, most of the modifications described above can be
_ utilized. Modifications number i, 6, 7, 9, and I0 are applied to the
_ Monte Carlo program. Modification number 2 is also adopted insofar as the
non-statistlcal input variables are concerned. The modifications described
': in number 7 are extended to include that portion of the program unique to
_! the Monte Carlo program. In addition to these modifications, the input
option IRAND is ellminated so that only the random number generator RANDU
f_ is used. The GAUSS (machine independent) random number generator is
_i elimlnated as an option since the true randomness of this generator as
_: _ adapted into the blonte Carlo program is questionable. An example of the
_: Monte Carlo input data is illustrated in Table III-4. Note that a change
i in the statistical input data format is incorporated, in conjunction
_ with the NAMELIST modifications, to reduce the total number of input
_' data cards by approximately one-half. An example of the Monte Carlo pro-
i_ gram output is shown in Table 111-5.
,,. As in the design analysis program, u considerable savings in execution
_, time is realized in the Monte Carlo program using these modifications.
i
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In order to assess the reduction in execution time, a sample set of 60
motors (30 SRM pairs) is analyzed. The reduction in _ecutlon time is
• approximately 20 percent. Unlike the design analysis program, the '
execution time of the Monte Carlo Program represents, by far, the majority
of the total computer time, resulting in a considerable savings even
though no significant reduction in compilation time has been achieved.
il
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IV. EFFECTS OF GRAIN DEFORMATION ON INTERNAL BALLISTICS
Reference 2 explains how deformation of the propellant grain can
affect the propellant burning rate and account for a significant portion of
the "scale factor" between large motors and small ballistic test motors.
The important factor is the tangential strain at the burning surface of the
propellant grain. A method developed by Smith (Ref. 9) was used in Ref. 2
to estimate the strains at various times for circular-perforated grains.
The method was coupled with the design analysis computer program to analyze
the effects on internal ballistics. Comparisons were presented of internal
ballistic test data and theoretical evaluations with and without grain
deformation for the Titan III C/D and Castor TX354-5 SRMs. Although good
results were obtained with the grain deformation analysis, it was felt that
additional verification of the method was needed before the analysis is
incorporated into the Monte Carlo computer program. Also, the effects of
star-type grain deformation needed to be investigated.
It was planned to test the hypothesis on circular-perforated grain I
deformation on two additional SRMs: the TU-455.02 (64 in. dia.) and the I
Space Shuttle nozzle erosion test motor. However, the erosion test motor i
proved inappropriate because the grain was not case-bonded. Also, the i
anomalous performance of the TU-455.02 indicated that additional factors !
were involved which affected the burning rate (Ref. i0). The irregular I
behavior of this SRM thus masked our early efforts to ascertain the effects i
of grain deformation. This led first to investigation of potential effects i
of nozzle throat variations during SRM operation and finally to a semi-
empirical analysis of propellant erosive burning characteristics. Details
of these analyses are presented in this Section along with comparisons of
test data for the TU-455.02, Castor TX354-5 and the first Space Shuttle
SRM (DM-I) with theoretical results using the grain deformation analysis
and a new burning rate model. Also presented is an investigation of the
effects of star-type grain deformation. This includes both an experimental
test using an inert subscale model of the Space Shuttle star grain segment
and a theoretical finite element analysis.
Investigation of Nozzle Throat Variation
Several large SRMs including the previously mentioned TU-455.02 were
shown by Ref. i0 to have actual pressure-time curves which did not match
theoretical predictions. These motors were found to have a consistent
pattern of deviation. The pattern was such that the actual pressure was
lower than theoretical over the first and last portion of the trace and
higher than theoretical during intermediate portions. The deviation was
explained in terms of a burn-ratevarlation with web thickness. A term
known as the burn-rate anomaly rate factor (BARF) was defined as the ratio
of actual burn-rate to theoretical burn-rate. Reference i0 discussed
3O
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some of the possible causes of the _RF variation but did not present atxy
thenry to completely explain the phenomenon. Some of the possible causes !mentioned were grain design, deformation of grain, temperature gradient,
and propellant characteristics, i
*
The design analysis program with grain and case deformation effect_
_as used during the present study to verify _hat deformation could not by
itself account for BARFvariatious. Indeed, in the case of TU-455.02, the
+_ deformation effect seems to increase the initial BARF. The negative result
_ raises the question of whether burn-rate is the parameter that varies with
time or whether other parameters cause the burning rate anomaly.
+ Nozzle throat variations during motor operation is next examined to
determine if the deviation in chamber pressure could he caused by a no_le
throat area deviation. The scheme used to deduce nozzle throat diameter,
in the absence of direct measurement, is to compare the experimental thrust
and head end pressure for a particular SRH to obtain the apparent throat
i diameter. This gives throat diameter as a function of time. The nozzle
diameter can thus be found, independent of suy burn-rate effects.
The first step in this iterative procedure is to assume a nozzle throat
area. Next, the Hath number at the nozzle end of the port is determined
from the ratio of the area of the port to the area of the tltroat, using chc _
+ isentropic relation, _i
+ 2 -- / 2M = (A*/A)(2[I+(y-1)M /2]/(y+l)t . (IV-l) _+
The nozzle end stagnation pressure P is found from the experimental head |
equation which can be obtained fromend pressure P_ from the following on
relationships _iven in Ref. 11,
Eq. IV-2 is based upon a constant port area. Applied to a quasi-steady
state situation, it is independent of the burnin_ rate distribution over
the propellant _urface.
: The exit Hath number is determined from the nonle expansion ratio
using Eq. IV-1. The exit pressure is obtained from the exit Hath
< number and the stagnation pressure. Assumin_ ieentropic flow in the nozzle.
Pon/Pe- (tV-3)
I
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_e ideal thrust coefficient is then computed from !
CF = {[2_2/(V-I)][2/CY+I))(Y+I)/Cy-1)[Z-CPe/Pon)(Y-1)/Y]}_ (IV- '_ ,o
The thrust is obtained from
F = _F[PonA* CF + Ae(P e - re) ] (IV-5)
O
and is compared with the experimental thrust F'. If the difference betve_,
computed and experimental thrust is greater than a specified tclerance, a
new A* Is computed from _
A* = [F'/_F - Ae(Pe - Pa)]/(PonC F ) (IV-6)
O
and the iteration continues with a new evaluation of Mn; otherwise the t1_r_
and port radius is incremented and the next experimental values used.
The SRMs investigated using this procedure are the TU455.02, the
LPC-156 Jet Tab, the AGC-260-1, the AGC-260-2, the TCC 156-2C-I and the
TX354-5 of References 12 through 17, respectively.
The variation in nozzle throat diameter with time for each of thest
motors is given in Fig. IV-I. A linear interpolation between the actua!
initial and final throat diameter is also shown on the figure. Some error
in the _esults can be attributed to the necessity of obtaining data from
plots in test reports. Also, for several of the SRMs which were fired
! vertically, it was necessary in tl_etest reports to add the total weight ,,_
, propellant burned at each time to the corrcsponding thrust. Inaccuracy i,_
estimating the burned mass can also contribute some error to the results.
However, the motors generally show an initial apparent closing down of the
throat possibly due to mass blocking effects from low available energy
;' propellant gases emanating from the aft end of the grain. The analysis
_ does not provide a scheme to account for such two-dlmensional nozzle flo_,
] phenomena. An additional source of error in the analysis is that some o_
the SRMs have a slight axial taper to their ports while Eq. IV-2 is
based on constant port area. However, burning rate is used in the analysJ_
only for evaluation of the port diameter as a function of time, and error_ '_
from this source should be small at least for the initial portion of the
Lrace where there appears to be some effect of nozzle throat variation nor
accounted for in the usual nozzle erosion models, Beyond this, the result_
are inconclusive and do not by themselves explain the burning rate anoint\.
&
?
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--- Linear approxlmation
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Burning Raae Model
Since the nozzle throat area investigation failed to give a clear
expl_aation of the burning rate characteristic_ of the SP_Is examined,
attention was directed to other possible causes of the anomalous behavior.
The TU-455.02 was selected for the Initial investigation because the BARF
effect was so pronounced in this SRM. Although Ref. I0 examines a variety
of potential causes of the burning rate anomaly, no Investlg_tlon of the
contribution of erosive burning is discussed _n the reference. _lis is
posslb]y because measured chamber pressures are generally lower than pre-
dicted for the initial |,orttons of the pressure-time traces In.the TU-455.02
and other SRMs examined In Ref. I0, and this is the reverse of what one
would expect from erosive burning. However, we observed that the measu_L..!
chamber pressures are initially low in the motors exhibiting BARF and it Is
well known that erosive burning rates are quite sensitive to pressure
(Ref. 18). This led to an investigation of erosive bun_ing as a possib!..
cause of the burning rate anomaly.
The first effort was strictly empirical and was directed toward
determining a coefficient, a(uJ, and an exponent, n(u), in the relatlonsldp
r - a(u) I'n(n) (_\'- 7)
that gives a good match between test data and theoretical performance. The,
design analysis computer program was used to obtain the predicted pecfolmmnce.
|
The design analysis program calculates t_o burning rates: one neat
the nozzle end of the propellant grain at the point of maximum Mach numbt_
• and one at the head end where u=0. To obtain the total mass flow rate
| upstream of the point of maxi_;um Math number a linear average of the two
burning rates is taken (Ref. 5). kq_ile introducltLg some question as to the
accuracy of the resultant calculations, the use of this simplified prog_._m
| permits economical assessment of SRM performance (Over I00 .separate-_ pet i
refinance predictions were made in the luvestlgations discussed in this sub-
section). The sppropriateness of linear averaging of burning rates is i
discussed furt:,er later in the report and a modification to the method [ntro- i ,
duced. In calculating the head end burning rate, the a and n correspoudlng
to small ballistic test motor rates, assumed to g_ve zero veloclty behaviour,
were used wherever possible for each SRM examined in the course of thls :,tudy
so as not to confound the investigation with artificial "so.ale factors," Fol
the TU-455.02, it was necessary to estJmate the zero velocity ratu from
performance of the large motor somewhat prior to tailof[ since the ba]li_;ti_
test motor rate was unavailable. Grain deformation was not accounted for lu
the first evaluation.
LI After a large number of runs with the design analysis program wherein
- various simple functions of u for a and n at the nozzle end of the grain
1978011256-047
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were tested, a fair match was obtained. The results were not improved in
_ general by consideration of grain deformation. Similar empirical expres-
sions failed badly when tested for Castor TX354-5. The investigation did
reveal that there is an apparent general depression of the burning rate
coefficient and increase in burning rate exponent in Eq. IV-7 at the
higher flow velocities which is not inconsistent with the qualitative erosive
burning behavior of many propellants. In paztiruld_ it has been demonstrated
(Ref. 18) that some propellants exhibit a t_re_old velocity below which the
burning rate is lower than for zero velocity. The threshold is in general
lower for higher pressures and one might alternatively speak of a threshold
pressure below which velocity depresses burning rate. The threshold velocity
(or pressure) is not usually very high but it should be kept in mind that
even for an SRMwlth small port-to-throat area ratio a substantlal portion
of the propellant surface is subjected to low velocities even during the
initial portion of SRM operation. Thus it seems that the low velocity
., regime is worthy of additional investigatlon. Several of the more widely
used erosive burning rate laws do not even permit representation of burning
rate depression, notable among which is the law of Robillard and Lenoir
(Ref. 18).
• . {
Since a relationship of the form of Eq. IV-7 having general appllcabillty
; was not found, the investigation turned to an examiuatlon of alternative
relationships. Poor results have been o_ ained in previous investigations
with the design analysis program using tee law of Robillard and Lenoir
. . (Ref. 5). This law uses an approach which is more or less conventional in
its treatment of the erosive burning effect as one that is strictly additive
;_ to the rate obtained at zero velocity. In the present investigation, we take
_. the alternative approach of considering the erosive effect to be one of
direct reduction of the flame height an_ following Summerfleld (Ref. 18,
p. 38) on ammonium perchlorate composite propellants, take the burning rate
to be inversely proportional to the average flame height.
q
_? i The usual form of the Summerfield formula applicable in the absence
of erosive burning is
, c2/PI/3 (IV-8)
_.- ., i/to - Cl/P +
f' !
The formula fits experimental burning rate data about as well as ro = apn
, (Ref. 18, p. 38). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. IV-8
_ ] represents the contribution of the diffusion flamelets to the average flame
_'_I _ height while the second term gives the effect of the surface covering by
_ premixed flames. In the presence of erosive burning, Barr_re and Larue and
"'i others treat the constant c_ as a function of velocity and the exponent of P
in the last term of Eq. IV:8 is assigned a value of 2/3 (Ref. 18, p. 436
"':_ _ and p. 445). Our results with attempts to _tch test perfornmnce of _I-
_ _. with similar representations are unsatisfactory.
455.02
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We next hypothesize that a reduction _n flame height and a correspond-
ing inversely proportional increase in burning rate accompanies the
I establishment of a flow velocity over tilesurface of the propellant and
I the effect on flame height is subtractive so that
!
i/r = i/r° - c3Re0"5(I-Pcr/P)/L (IV-9)
Here ro = aPn is used to represent the burning rate in the absence of
velocity rather than the more complicated relationship, Eq. IV-8, as a
matter of convenience. The form for the last term in Eq. IV-9 evolved
after a number of comparisons with the test performance of both TU-455.02
and Castor TX354-5. In Eq. IV-9, Re is the flow Reynolds number and it w_s
found during the comparisons that best results are obtained with a Reynoldu
number based on flow-path length. Also, it was observed that the ratio of
the pressure above a certain critical pressure Pcr to the pressure P itse]f
, plays an apparently important role in the reduction of flame height over
and above that played by Re, hence the term (l-Per/P). The investigation
was conducted to obtain the best matches between theoretical and test per-
formance without grain deformation being taken into account. About equal
quality results are also obtained for the two SRMs with an exponent on Re
of 0.8. However, when grain deformation effects are included, the exponent
of 0.5 proves better, Higher powers of (l-Per/P) were also considered but
give poor results.
The viscosities of the propellants in this st..dy are considered to be
substantially the same so that the final form of the equation used to
calculate the burning rate at the point of maximum flow Mach number is:
t
_ I l/r = i/r° - c4(GLref/L) 0"5 (I-P /P) (IV-J0) ;"
I Here Lre f is the initial "controlling" grain length of the TU-455.02
I (205.75 in.) which is used as a reference dimension in the development and
! G is the mass flow rate per unit area at the point of maximum Nach number.
1 Although results with the modified flame height law (Eq. IV-10) com-!
bined with the grain deformation are quite good for the TU-455.02 and
TX354-5, for hoth SRMs) the theoretical analysis yields pressure-tlme
traces that rise progressively, somewhat above the qctual performance traces,
as tailoff is approached. One explanation is that Eq. IV-IO, while con-
taining a threshold pressure, does not represent the velocity sensitivity o[
this threshold; that is, the threshold DressuL'e is the same at all velocities,
so that as long as P > Per, the erosive rate is greater than the zero
velocity rate no matter how low the flow velocity. This d*.screpancy is
adjusted to some extent in the new analysis by modifying the distribution of
1978011256-049
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burning rate over the grain. In place of using a linear average of head
and nozzle end rates to calculate the mass generated, the average burning
ratio is taken as
rav- 0.5[l+(y/b)S]r h + 0.5 [l-(y/b)5]rn (IV-II)
where b represents the average web thickness of the main propellant grain:
b- - Iz/21-XZa(y<b)
b - y (y>b) (IV-12)
These relationships cause the average burning rate to rapidly approach the
zero velocity rate in practical SRMs as tailoff is approached while having
negligible influence during about the first two-thirds of web action time.
Although strictly empirical, the approach seems reasonable for at ].east
partially compensating for the fact that the linear average clearly becomes
inadequate as burning progresses and more and more of the burning s_trface
is subjected to less than threshold velocities.
Final Comparisons with Test Data
The final comparisons with test data are presented _n Figs. IV-2 and
IV-3 for the TU-455.02 and TX354-5, respectively. Results are given
based on the modified flame height model both with and without grain de-
formation being taken into account. Values of the constant material
parameters used are identified on the figures. It is notable that the best
fits are obtained for both SRMs when the grain dc formation effect is in-
cluded in the evaluations.
As a final test, an evaluation was performed for the Space Shuttle SP_M
and comparison made with the test data from th_ first development motor
(DM-I) using the "as built" configuration. The Space Shuttle SRM has a
PBAN type propellant quite similar to that of the TU-455.02 except that a dif-
ferent curing agent and a somewhat different percentage of burning rate
catalyst is used. For the Space Shuttle evaluation, the TU-455.02 constants
were used in the flame height law. For the Space Shuttle deformation
analysis, the reported Poisson's ratio of 0.499 was used while for the
TU-455.02, the reported ratio of 0.4995 was used. The results are shown
in Fig. IV-4. In this case, a better match is obtained without the grain
deformation. However, the analysis with grain deformation would be as good
or better if a Polsson's ratio of 0.4995 were us_ d in the Space Shuttle
evaluation and would be definitely better than the corresponding analysis
without deformation if the erosion constants were adjusted for the best fit
with grain deformation using the reported values of Polsson's ratio.
We feel that the results of this study provide additional support
I for the validity of the 3raln deformation analysis as well as a new approach
1978011256-050
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to represontatlon of erosive burning phenomena that is worthy of further
examlnatior, floweret, the results for the Space Shuttle SRM introduced
some questions about tlleapplicability of tllegrain deformation that
should be resolved before this approach is incorporated irto the Monte
Carlo program. Also, the burning rate model should be tested in a more
comprehensive analysis which computes local burning rates at a large
number of stations throughout the propellant lenLth while providing for
_ threshold velocities in a more realistic manner than the simplified design
analysis program. Improvement of the basic burning rate law expression
is clearly possible. For example, a brief investigation has shown thatthe law as presently formulated does not fit the performance of small
ballistic test motors but that better results are probably obtainablr with
_ larger exponents on the Reynolds number term.
'__ It also may be possible to find a better approach than t_at provided
i_ by Eqs. IV-II and IV-12 to account for threshold velocity in the slmpli-
i fled design analysis program. The fact that, for each of the three SRMs
examined, the predicted traces still tend to rise above those of the
!_ measured data as talloff is approazhed is quite possibly due to inade-
quacy of the design analysis program in its artificial treatment of the i_I_
_ threshold velocity effects
,_ • I_
i Further study of the effects of nozzle thrJat area variations may iprovide a means of improving prediction o_ chamber pressures for the :_
in_tlal portion of the trace where, fo_ the three cases presented, the
predicted pressure_ are low. This phenomenon as previously noted might ,_'
well be due to mass blocking of the :hroat by low available energy flow _
from the aft end of the propellant. Simple representation of this _
I blockage may be possible w_th_n the framework of the design analysis iprogram, and, of course, would be applicable to more sophisticated pro-
grams empLoylnR tilemodified flame height model.
Deformation of Star C ins
A portion of the Space Shuttle SRM head end segment contains a star-t
type grain. In th_ grain deformation analysis using the modified design
! anal_,sis program, deformation of star grains is disregarded. We next :
i examine the validity of this assumption making use of both experiment
and theory with particular emphasis on the Space Shuttle SRM.
For tile experimental investigation, a scaled model of tile cross-secti,m
of the forward segment of the Space Shuttle's Solid Rocket Motor was con- "
strutted. An aluminum moldwas coustructedwith dimensions that were 1/36
of those of the actual Shuttle motor.
The material selected to represent the grain was Dow Corning's 3110 RTV
silicone rubber. This material conslst_ of a white liquid encapsulant and I
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curing agent. The cured material has mechanical properties approximately
equivalent to those of the Space Shuttle propellant. Ustro.a mi:.ing ratio
of i part curing agent to i0 parts of encapsulant, the mtxtuze was prepared
and poured into the aluminum mold. The silicone rubber wa_ allowed to cutc
for 48 hours. The model was then separated from the mold and the exce:_s
material was trimmed off. The thickness (length) of the finished _:odel_;,_.
1/2 in. and the diameter 4 in.
A three-plece chamber was constructed from a i/2-1nch thick sheet of
Plexlglas (See Fig. IV-S). The center portion of this chamber consisted
of a Plexlglas ring to which the silicone model ....0-glued to represent case-
bonding. The ring was then sandwlcimd b,tween t _, lex_glas did:c.-and th_
%
three pieces were bolted together with Ixteen bo._s. Clearance space wa.,;
provided on both sides of the model and the Piexiglas discs. A pressure tap _
was inserted through the center of one d.tsc. A steel cylindrical contalr. _
filled with mineral all was connected by hoses to the Plexlglas chambe,
A steel plunger was inserted into the top of the cylindrical container so
that a load could be aDolled to tae plunger and model by a universal tcn:,lon
compression testing machine. A Bourdon-tube pressure gage was connected to
' the hose between the cylinder and the piston (top photograph, Fig, IV-5). An
extensometer was mounted as shown in the bottom photograph on Fig. I¥-5 for
the purpose of recording changes in diameter of the chamber.
A flve-lnch rectangular bar was poured from the same mixtuLe that wa.-
used to cast the model. After curing, this bar was inserted into the univcc_a!
testing machine. At various loads, the length and width of the bar _-ere
measured° From a plot of the stress-strain curve determ|ned from the e],,t_g.
tlon of the bar as a function of applied load, the value of Young's nl_0ult_._
was found to be 500 psi. By plotting the change in width against the c.ap,,c
in length at each load, the value of Poisson's ratio was determined ftov_ _hc
slope of the resulting curve to be 0.498.
A camera with a close-up lens was plrced in front of the assembled _l,,u_,bot
and model. The camera was focused so that one star point com_'etolv l_llcd
the frame. A picture was taken at 0 psi (gage pressure), l,ls.Lig the unt_,,r ,_1 i
testing machine, a load was slowly applied, a picture was taken at each ',0 i
psi increment up to and Including 400 psi. The photographs were develol'ed
as 8 x i0 enlargements. By tracing the perimeter of the star polu_,at 0 i.si
and 400 psi, the change in perimeter could be calculated. Also, by super-
imposing these two traces as in Fig. IV-_, th_ de[Icction of the star £,,,t,:
could be observed. Fff.gure11/-6shows the deflection of the star po.lntat
400 psi as compared to its initial poslt_on _tt0 psi. Tilepolnt wa_ found to
elongate sllghtly in the radial direction and contract in the c trcumfetent lai
dlrect_on. The perimeter was found to increase by 0.32% at 4[)(1psi.
A theoretical investigation of the dcfermatlon of star gralus du,, to
pressurization was also performed using a flnlte element comput,,r l,t.,gt,".,
The purpose of this investlgat_on was to determine the u_agnltude at ,lt'ft,lm,l-
i
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I
i tion, correlate the results with experimental data and, if necessary, apply
-_. ": proper adjustments to the design analysis program, preferrably with a simple
,_-:_ approach,
_, ,'i
_ The computer program used in this analysis was obtained from Ref. 20
_c_.il and was modified for use on the I11_ 370/158. The program performs a two-
_-_-_ dimensional stress-strain analysis of a propellant grain, for a condition of
_- !' either plane strain or plane stress A condition of plane strain was used
_.__"_' for this investigation since as shown in Ref. 9 when the grain is case-
_:".I bonded longltudlual strains are small.
?_
_._'J The accuracy of the program _._ tested using a fiuite element model of
_: _ a circulnr-perforated grain. Result:_ of this test indicated that defor_.ntlen._
:_ _ computed by the program were consistent with those computed _lth the equations
:L'_,: of gels. 2 and 9. A major subprogr_m_ _ms added to the finite element progLam
,!-, for automatic grid generation of finite element models of standard and
truncated q_ar grains using inputs identical to the design analysis program.3
_ _ Another subprogram was coded for computin8 the chnnge in perimeter of standard
_. _i and truncated star grains due to deformation
_'_i The Space Shuttle SItH star grain initial genmetry was it, put to the
_:_i_ : finite element program with a chamber pre.qs_xc or S00 psig. The computed
_- _ change in perimeter was -5.3 in. or a decrease of 0.46Z. This amounts to a
," " total change in burning area of -939.6 in. .? for the star grain or a decrc,tse
_'_-_ of 0.21_ in total burning area Including the clrcula_-perforated grain area.
_- _ A finite element modal corresponding to the subscale experimental model _as
_- : also input to-the program with a pressure of 400 psig. The case modulus
:":-: value was adjusted to obtain theoretlcak case d_for_ations equivalent _.othe
_'_ measured case deformation. This resulted in a decrease iu perimeter of ,.3._"
: as opposed to the increase of 0.22Z measured in the ex-pertment.
_.'4 For this particular grain configur:ttl,m the coutrolllug p:_rameter fer
).,:! the slgu of the perimeter change is the length of the st._r point _s c_,mp-_red
_:_._ with the web thickness and the width of the star point. Altho_gh the experl-
_.., meat was designed to approxi_ttO a condition of plane str_In on the model,
psi pressure was presunmbly applled to the cud faces of the _del, wherries,
_ the finite element plane strain solution vlelded axial stresses on the
":"_" ends which t_re 0 to 40 psi less depeuding ,.., the radial posit ion. The
,_..E_.I lower end pre.ssures would clearly cause the st_. :,oqnt.,_to be .qhorter .,nd
- could account for the decrease In perlmeter In the thcore_ ical :_ol_tto_. Also,
_'_'! the finite element solrtlou _kes use of elements _,Ith _trnlgh! _q_dt,q pro-
i._.:,I duclng some inaccuracies which can be _lulml_ed by increa.,_i_tgthe numb,'r of
"_,_ elements. However, for the partlcul:tr conflguratlon tested, regardless of
_!_ the sign, the magnitude of area ch.,tngela s_tll with respect to that produced
_,-,'., by the clrcular-perforated grain deforn_tlon. -.
_'_'_r'_'1_ For other configurations of gre_,t.crweb thlckuesse;_ _nd shorter star
_+_I points, the effects may be more sl_t_i{teat_. In general, the fluite etement
i
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i 1 program could be used to relate pressure and star grain configuration
parameters to change in perimeter. However, an overall program for internal
))_}_ ballistic analysis would be somewhat cumbersome since the perimeter changes
_::} would have to be evaluated at each increment of time. We feel that at least
:_ !_ for star grains slmilar to those of the Space Shuttle, the effect of star
".:-, grain deformation is insufficient to warrant the application of such a
-_-:_:': xt, program. The studies thus far completed could prove of considerable value in
_:_?:_,i::i_i] finding a simplified approach to analysis of star grain deformation effects
_:,_-_ _ that would be consistent with the economy objective of the design analysis
% program.
:',_'::".:_.,,_._J_ Modification of the Deformtlon-Desi[l;u.Analysls Computer Program
_ _i All modifications to the design analysis program of Section III have
_!( _ been incorporated into the grain deformation design analysis program of
__ _ Ref. 2. The purpose of these modifications as mentioned in Section III is
_L': _t to reduce computer execution time, program size, and input and output com-
!il
_._ pIextty. The equations for the modified burning rate model discussed in
_i the present section have also been incorporated into the design analysis
program as an option.
_ _, The basic inputs to the design analysis program with c.p. grain de-
_-:__ formation and modified burning rate model options are identical to those
_.?-_ for the design analysis program of Section III. Also required as inputs
_-_ unique to the hey program are the following variables specified in NANELIST
l. efo==tloninputsnotuseif Z)
<,_;_ ) ISO = 0 for no deformation effects
_:,_:_ ._t. -1 for deformation effects
_:" ;;_i P_OD = elastic modulus of the propellant, psi% :.-.:.i
C_OD - elastic modulus of the motor case, psi
P_U - Potsson_s ratio for the propellant
_:_}] _ C_U - Poisson's ratio for the motor ease
':_j _ ALPTS = Linear coeE_ictent of thermal expansion of the propellan N
':_ In/In
,i_i TAUC = _otor case thickness, inches
I
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_i 2. F_d£fled burning rate model inputs
-,:_ IR0 = 0 for al_ burning rate law
_.,:_ - I for Roblllard-LenoIr erosive burning law
,_ - 2 for modified flame height model (Do not use if IGO - l)
_i ERCO_ - Coe_£1clent o_ the erosive-burning term for the modlgied
_-_2i flameheightmodel,(sect/slug)i12
_1 PCRIT= Critical pressure in the modified £1ame height model, psia
,_1 LREF = Reference length in the modified ._lame height model, inches
_> It is not necessary to Include these new variables when the e£gects
_'/_ are not desired; that is, when IRO or IS0 is zero. Sample inputs and
_ outputs for the grain deformation des4sn analysis program with the modified
_:'._ _ burning rate law options are Illustrated in Table IV-1 and IV-2, respectively.
J
.tl
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-" , ! V. TIIERMOMECIIANICALANALYSIS
In Ref. 2. the variation in propellant burning rate due to thermo-
_'__JI elastic coupling was shown to be a function of both elastic modulus and
:__,,:-_, pressurization rate. Effects of the thermoelastic coupling on propellant
"_,I burning rate was shown to be small In Ref. 2. However, the propellant
i_-.;_: modulus was chosen constant and as such was independent of spatial varia- Ii
tions In temperature and strain rate. Both temperature and strain rate ii
_i_V_ are known to have significant influence on the propellant modulus Hence I
_ii[iI.... It was decided to improve the propellant modulus model to account for
.:_.'.-! spatial variations in temperature and strain rate before making a decision
;_:_ on the influence of the thermoelastic coupling.
__. .'_-_I I!
°_:_+! In Ref. 2 an exponential pressure rise was used for the mechanical [i
load• Under certain operating conditions the propellant may be subjected }_,
}.
_!,_q, to an oscillating pressure load. The inherent irreverslbillty of the
'_-_. thermal processes produced by thermoelastlc coupling makes thls cyclic
_-_._
_;'_"_l_'::iI loading condition a likely candidate for producing changes in propellant
.!.-:] temperature and hence .in propellant burning rate. This loading condition
_!1 ! is investigated in the present work using the improved model for thepropellang modulus• The effects on thermoelastic coupling of varying
:_,_:'Jl Poisson's ratio, thermal conductivity and coefficient of expansion are also
_::';I: investigated in the present work
_i:i A brief analysis of the effects of mechanical vibration on motor
:..,] performance, including energy dissipation associated with viscoelastic
materials is presented. Also discussed are the results of an Internal
.... i
ballistic analysis of ignition transients Incorporating the Zeldovlch
<::_ and Novozhilov' (Z-N) transient burning rate model (Refs. 2 and 7).
_' Propellant Modulus Model
The strain rate and temperature dependency of the modulus were modeled
using the rel_xation modulus model of Blatz (Ref. 21) shown in Eq. V-I.
_ ] ER = (Eg-Ee) / [I + t/_o]'O + E (V-l)
'_:,':_ and the well known time-temperature shift factor of Williams, Landel and
_i:_ Ferry (Ref. 22) given by
= ('r-'rg)1%+T-'r)? (V-21
ii;'_ 50 " ,
-_j
i
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" _ ' .where the time, t, is given by t = _t/aT and _t is the time step used in
l;,_) the numerical solution of the thermoelastic problem.The constants _o and TO in Eq. V-I and the constants CI, C2 and
°_'_ J Tgs the glass transition temperature in Eq. V-2, were obtained from
_:_!-_ Ref. 23 for Thlokol propellant TP-H8156. The constants Ea, the steady
_! _I state or long time modulus, and Eg, the modulus at the temperature Tg,were adjusted to obtalnavalue of-approximately 550 psi at 70"F.
_ .... This was done because the constant propellant modulus used in the base-
_i_!}!I' llne analysls of Ref. 2 was 550 psi at 70°F.
"_ _ The values used for the constants in Eqs. V-I and V-2 are given in
_ _ Table V-I.
"T_., =
_:_:, , Table V-i
_:iiil4 Propellant Modulus Constants
_o O. 164
_o 2.89 x 10-6 sec.
Ee 100 psi
:_:_i_ Sg 31,25C psi
_!;i C1 -17.44 _'_
._¢_ C2 51.60K
_' Tg 243.15°K
;_ : A plot of the modulus versus temperature is shown in Fig. V-I.
_'_! ' The model described above was incorporated into the existing thermo-
,_, elastic analysis computer program. An exponentially increasing pt'essure
load, identical to that used in Eel. 2 was used wi_h the new propellant
modulus model. The results obtained are shown in Fig. V-2 compared to
the baseline model in Ref. 2. Zn Fig. V-2, the ratio of the dynamic burn-
ing rate_ r, obtained using the relaxation modulus and the Z-N model of
Refs. 2 and 7 to the "steady state" bu_nlng rate, r , obtained from
mS
r = (v-a)SS
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Figure V-l, Relaxatlon modulus versus temperature.
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is plotted versus time. The results using the new modulus model show
essentially no difference between the two models except during the initial
portion of the curve where there is less inf3uence of thermoelastic
_: coupling than was obtained previously. This is due to the lower value
_ of propellant modulus at the higher temperatures near the burning surface.
_ These results indicate that effects of thermoelastic coupling are probably '
_ negligible under the conditions anticipated in a Space SD-ttle type SRM.
i_i1 Figure V-3 shows the effect on propellant burning rate caused by
changing the initial pressurization rate from 14000 to 28000 psi/see. The
_i relaxation modulus was used for both cases shown and the results indicate
"_,; the same trend established in Ref. 2 of a higher pressurization rate pro-
_ duclng a larger effect. These results are presented for the condition which
_ includes thermoelastic coupling. However, the omission of the thermo-
elastic coupling produced no significant differences. The results show
: that the dynamic burning rate approaches the steady state burning rate very
_ r_"Idly and at 50 milliseconds there is less than 4 percent difference for
_ b._h pressurization rates. The pressure-tlme history for both loading
•-_" conditions is also shown in Fig. V-3.
Influence on Propellant Burn Rate Produced by Oscillating Pressure Loads
_:_, The propellant burning rate is directly proportional to the pressure
in the combustion chamber; hence, if the combustion chamber pressure
_ oscillates, the propellant burn rate also oscillates. Perturbation and/or
': oscillation of the combustion chamber pressure may be produced from many
_; sources, A few sources of particular int,rest are wave motion in the
combustion chamber during ignition or rap , thrust termination, irregular
_", and possibly unstable burning motor andlor vehicle vibrations and in the
case of vehicles like the Space Shuttle, vibraLions produced by unsteady
_ combustion in the liquid engines; e.g., the POGO phenomenon. Tbe latter
"' problem is studied in Ref. 24 and was shown to be insignificant with regard
_: to the Space Shuttle propellant. The effect of motor and vehicle vibrations
-, is discussed in a later portion of this section. For the present we con-
_ sider oscillations in combustion pressure such as might be produced by a
. series of equal amplitude pressure waves moving across the surface. The
: pressure oscilletions are represented by functions of the following form:
_ P = cI P sin _t + P (V-4)#_ av av
_i_t where P is the average pressure and cI and _ are arbitrary constants.
._:_ This pressure function was incorporated into the thermoelastie
_v_ computer program as the driving mechanical load with Pav' _ and cI being
i!_ used as variables. Samples of the results obtained are sho_m _n Figs.
_!,, V-4 through V-6.
U'I
L/_%,
_.
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_' P - 30 sin (200_t)+ 300
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_'!_:);n'{] Figure V-4. ResultStPav- 200 and 300psta)'°btained for _o oscillating pressure toads ::'
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_: _ Figures V-4 and V-5 show the results for values of Pay ranging from
": ' 200 to 500 psi with w - 200. rad/sec and CI = 0.i0. These results again
+ show that only a negligible effect is produced by thermoelastlc coupling
_:_+_ and hence only onc curve, that which Includes thermoelastlc coupllng, is
shown. The ratio r/rss is plotted versus time and the curves indicate a
L_+ general tendency for this ratio to oscillate at a relatively small con-
+ stunt amplitude at low pressures but at higher pressures there appears
'" ; to be a tendency for the oscillations to initially be relatively large
_{ and then to decay. The oscillations have a period equal to the period :
_-_ = of the pressure oscillations but are shifted slightly in phase. Possible
. _ causes for the phase shift may be the finite time required for the pro-
pellant to respond to the pressure loading or the finite time step used
"_ - in the numerical calculations; however, neither explanation has been
z
_ !+ _ verified.
+ Figure V-6 shows the results obtained when the frequency for the load-
_:_ : Ing condition of Fig. V-5b is doubled. This was done to ampllfy the thermo-
_ _ elastic coupling. However, the results indicate the thermoelastlc coupling
_:-'_ is still negligible and the tendency for the oscillations to damp is still
_!i present. The reason(s) for the obvious change in frequency of the curve
!+,:._ , shown in Fig. V-6 are not presently understood.
_-, + In summary, the oscillating pressure load showed no tendency to en-
+: hance the effect of thermoelastlc coupling phanomena. Therefore, it must
++ be concluded that even though thermoelastic coupling does exist and can
_: ! +• be modeled at least in an approximate way, there appears to be no advantage
+ in considering its effect on the burning rate of solid propellants under
.... ' the loading conditions analyzed in this work and in Ref. 2.
....
+;_ Effects of Poisson's Ratiot Thermal Expansion and Thermal Conductivlt l
i In addition to the propellant modulus the energy equation for the
! i coupled thermoelastlc problem,
+,
,._'I _, ___T= r(t)_T/_x + (_/_c) V2T - TaE¢/[pc(l-2v)] (V-5)
?+' +=+_
+J, _ i
_I contains term involving other material properties. Three of these are
" Polsson's ratio, v, coefficient of thermal expansion, u, and coefficient
_,__ of thermal conductivity, A. The propellant density, p, and specific heat
- at constant volume, c, also appear but are subject to less variation than
"'_' the other three.
The thermoelastic dissipation term, D,
.+ +
. ++'.
_ D = T_E_/[0c(I-2v)] (V-6)d/_"
•_+ t
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.,-_ varies inversely with Polsson'd r_tlo. For a typical solid propellant,
%'_ Poisson's ratio is of the order of 0.499. Wlth this value the term
i_ (l-2v) in the denominator is 0.002. For a Polsson's ratio of say 0.4,
_--: the term (l-2v) becomes 0.2. Therefore, a change of approximately '
._ 25 percent in Poissonts ratlc changes a factor in the denominator by two '
,_ orders of magnitude. Hence, the already small dissipation term becomes ,_
negligible with the smaller Polsson's ratio. It is necessary tc conclude
_ that reducing Polsson's ratio wlth all other factors unchanged essentially
_ eliminates the thermoelastlc coupling. By the same token, Increasing
Polsson's ratio to say 4999 will increase the coupling by an order of !
magnitude. Flgure V-7 shows the results obtained for values of Polsson's i
ratio of .499 and .4999. Values for smaller Polsson's ratio approximate _i"
_ closely the uncoupled solutlon which has already been shown to be on- :
important. Agaln_ only small changes result when the value of Pofsson's
ratio is changed.
_- The remaining two material properties, coefficients of thermal con-
ductlvity and thermal expansion were varied individually• The results
obtained from this parametric analysis are shown in Figs. V-8 and V-9.
._ Figure V-8 shows the resulting r/rss ratlo for values of the coefficient
of thermal expansion of 0.i x 10 -3 and 0.i x 10-4/"R. Only small changes
_i in amplitude exist between the two cases wlth no apparent phase shift in
i the tlme-dependent response. Note also that the amplitude of r/rss isessentially the same as that shown in Fig. V-Sb using the nominal value for
_ the coefficient of thermal expansion. Hence, it appears that variations
in thc coefficient of thermal expansion will produce only small changes in
the dynamic burning rate. It should also be pointed out that the results
"' shown in Fig. V-8 include thermoelastic coupling, hut no significant effects
_' were noted due to the coupling.
Figure V-9 shows r/rss values for coefficients thermal conductivity
_i of 5.1 x 10-5 and 5.1 x 10-7 BTUlsec-in.-"R. :
.I
. In these results there is a significant change in amplitude as well
as a phase shift produced by varying the thermal conductivity The lower
- thermal conductivity produces smaller amplitudes of r/rss which means that
the dynam/c burning rate is closer to the steady state rate than the dy-
namlc burning rate for the higher coefflclenc of thermal conductivity.
T_ere is also a phase shift between the two curves due to the lower thermal .
| conductivity slowing down the heat transfer process. This is evident since
the pressure loadlngs in each case were in phase, yet the peak amplitudesl
J for the case of the lower coefficient of thermal conductivity occur at later
i times. Again, no significant influence of thermoelastic coupling was noted.
i
In sun_nary, the results obtained from varying the propellant properties
show that the propellant burning rate has a small variation with respect to
these material pro_ertles. The burning rate variations produced by %
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Figure V-8. Comparison of results obtained for two values of coef-
ficients of thermal expansion.
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: changing Poisson's ratio and the coefficient thermal expansion are In-
ii dicative of modifications made to the thermoelastic dissipation term of
, Eq. V-5, since they only appear in this term. This is also true for
12._ changes in the propellant modulus discussed earlier. The burning rate '
_.I variations due to changes in thermal conductivity do not directly indicate?;!
iii the influence of thermoelastlc coupling since the conductivity does not
appear in the dissipation term of Eq. V-5.
Effects of Mechanical Vibration on Motor Performance
L Mechanical vibrations in the propellant of an SRM produce temperature ":
changes in the propellant due to viscous dissipation of mechanical energy :
_ as well as from volumetric changes associated with the thermoelastic ?
effect. The previous subsection has shown that the thermoelastic effect
_,_ is negligible and it will be neglected in this portion of the work.
A vibration analysis of a Space Shuttle type SRM is presented in
, Ref. 25. The analysis in Ref. 25 uses the results of Ref. 26 to determine
_:I the temperature change in the propellant per cycle of osci £ation.
_'i For an element of propellant undergoing a pure shear vibration, the
temperature change per cycle of oscillation determined in Ref. 26 is
_-" gT = wBI_I2/G'pc (V-7)
L': where AT is the temperature change per cycle, 8 is the shear loss
_,-. modulus, G' is the real part of the complex shear modulus at a given
frequency of oscillation, p is the propellant density, c is the specigic
_-_ heat at constant volume and _ is the peak value of the oscillatory shear
_<
_, stress.
_- Reference 26 also gives the temperature change per cycle of oscilla-
x'_r' tlon for a uniaxial stress oscillation as
341ol2 ," _T = /4E'pc (V-8)
_. where g is the tensile loss modulus, E' is the real part of the complex
_x;_ tensile modulus and o is the peak value of the oscillatory normal stress.
1
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For a typical propellant we have from Ref. 24:
__ 8" "0.4
._ _ E' - 3000 psi i!
_! ; G' - I000 psi _':
_: - pc = 160 ibflin2/°R ..
t These values give:
- 14
;" '_ = 8 X 10-61Tl 2
_. ! ATshea r ii
"';i ATuntaxial = 2 X 10-61012 [[V
": Since the temperature change due to shear oscillations is larger, we _'
conservatively assume that it holds for any vibrational mode. Reference !"
_ 25 gives I0 psi as a moderate to large oscillatory stress magnitude, g=ing
this stress magnitude, Eq. V-7 predicts that the change in temperature per i
: cycle of oscillation is O.O008°R. Reference 25 also points out that exper-
imental results from a vibration test of a Sparrow motor at Allegany Ballis-
tics Laboratory indicated a IO°R change after 30 minutes of vibration
testing. The amplitude and frequency of the vibration test were not
readily available and obviously the Space Shuttle SRMand the Sparrow motor
; are not of the same _ize class. But, if one makes the assumption tbat the
,_ Sparrow tests are indicative of the magnitude of the temperature changes
'_f- one could expect from a Space Shuttle SRM the value of 0.0008°R/cycle would
_. be considered a conservative estimate. With these limitations an analysis
was made to determine the influence on performance of a Space Shuttle type
i SRM subjected to a vibrational environment which produced a 0.0008°R/cycle
: _ change in grain temperature. The motor was assumed to vibrate with a stress?
_: ! amplitude of i0 psi at frequencies of 15 and 75 Hz. These frequencies are
, representatlv_ of the fundamental vibrational frequency of the vehicle and
"I'_'_ of its 5th harmonic. The results from this analysis for motor thrust
__., _ versus time are shown in Fig. V-lOcompared to the case of no vibration.Virtually no difference in performance is noted between the no-vlbratlon
_ !I analysis and the 15 Hz analysis. A small dlfference between the no-
'_i_i_ vibration and the 75 Hz analyses is shown to exist. It is interesting to
,ii, note that these differences occur immediately preceding star grain burn out
_ (= 20 sec),during the time of maximum dynamic pressure (= 60 see), and
_'_ ,_ during tailoff. By itself the vibration problem poses no real problem
,_%_i ' with regard to motor performance. However, due to the occurrence at
., .:_. these three critical times during the motor's operation, there exists a
_ _ -: possibility, however small, of the enhancement by vibration of other per-
_ii _: formance variations to the point at which the combined effect could be
_,.._ _i. important. The percent differences produced by mechanical vibration in web
time were 0.ii and 0.56 percent for the vibrational frequencies of 15 and
?y.,
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75 Hz, respectively. The change in burning rate at web time was 0.19
and 0.98 percent for the 15 and 75 Hz frequencies, respectively. The
maximum head end pressure changed 0.05 and 0.23 percent and the average
" nozzle stagnation pressure changed 0.14 and 0.74 percent for the 15 ,_
_ and 75 Hz frequencies, respectively.
: The results of this analysis indicate that the mechanical vibrations=,
_ . of the amplitude and frequency, i0 psi and 15 Hz, expected foz a Space
_ Shuttle type SRMwould produce negligibly small effects on performance.
_ However, it should be noted that larger amplitudes and/or frequencies of _'
• vibration tend to produce more significant effects on SRMperformance and ,
f should be accounted for if they are found to exist. ,
_'_ i Summary of Ignition Transient Analysis
• '! During the course of this investigation an internal ballistics model
_I_ of the ignition transient was developed using the Z-N burning rate model
and incorporating the thermoelastic analysis. This was done so as to
: better represent the ignition transient than is possible by assigning a _
/; I! pure exponential pressure loading. Although the thermoelastic effect,
_ which has now been shown to be small, is not augmented significantly by i
such treatment, the Z-N analysis may prove of some utility. Generally, i
, the method is an adaptation of the ignition analysis technique presented _F
_ in Refs. 6 and 27. but with the Z-N burnir B rate model (_, initially, !!_
the thermoelastic coupling) included. The major work on the analysis was _,_
performed as a separate effort as a graduate thesis under guidance of
:., this project and details will be presented in Ref. 8. Only a brief de- ':
scription and illustration of the results is given here.
• The determination was made early in the analysis that the thermoelastic
coupling has much less effect on the ignition transient prediction than
does the unsteady Z-N burning rate. And since the thermoelastic coupling
_ _ analysis needlessly adds to the computer time and storage requirements, it
"< I is not considered in the analysis of Ref. 8. The analysis compares pre-
1 dieted ignition transients incorporating the unsteady Z-N burning rate
' ', law to predictions using the classical Vieille burning rate law (r ffiaPn)
_/ and to test data for the Titan lllC and Space Shuttle SRMs. The propel-
,,_.,. lent properties necessary for the Vieille ignition transient are well
_I_i_ known, but the propellant constants in the Arrhenius burning rate law,necessary for the Z-N formulatio , are not so w ll known. Also, the
,_ flame-spreading speed is uncertain. Following the procedure of Ref. _,:_. these unknown quantities are adjusted to establish a good fit of the Z-N
_'J_l ignition thrust transient to the Titau IIIC test data. The flame-sprca_.[._
,_"_ speed is adjusted so thac the maximum rate of thrust rise for the Vi, • i_
ignition transient prediction matches the maximum rate exhib_,,.,,__v _ _ _
Titan IIIC test data. This value of flame-spreading speed (,_._DO_,/se_)_ ._
_ is then used throughout all analyses. The Arrnenius cons=r_:_ a ,._Justed to produce a good fit of peak thruJt of the Titan :,.C !_-_t!, •_
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transient test data. In the absence of any better information, the same
values of Arrhenlus pre-exponentlal factor (740 in/see), activation energy I
:,-_ (4900 cal/gmole), and flame-spreading speed are _ed in the ±gnition
_ _ transient prediction of the Space Shuttle SRM. I
_ _ Using these propellant constants, the Z-N and Vieille ignition
;_ : transient predictions are calculated for the Space Shuttle SRM and com. ,
_" pared in Fig. V-f1 to test data from Ref. 19. It is immediately perceived
i that both predictions exhibit a much smaller rate of pressure rise than
_, , the test data, thus underestimating the pressure throughout the transient.
_ However, the Z-N model does exhibit a slightly higher rate of pressure
;'_I rise than the Vieille model, and more closely predicts the pressure during _
._._ the latter portion of the ignition transiev ,
J ! It might be suspected from examination of the rate of pressure rlse !_
. ! in Fig. V-If that the flame-spreadlng speed is not of sufficient magnitude.
_ In fact MSFC, using a program developed by Caveny (Ref. 28) has analytic- I_
_'_ _ ally predicted a flame-spreading speed in excess of 2_,000 in/see for the
_- I Space Shuttle SRM (Ref. 29). But this _nalysis also gave a predicted rate _i
_ of thrust rlse which is approximately twice that exhibited by the test data.
I This might indicate that the actual flame-spreading speed is approximately _
::! half that predicted. The results of using a flame-spreading speed of
_ i 12,000 in/see in the present Z-N analysis are given in Fig. V-12. The
; _ ignition transient pressure predictlons are much improved, and especially i
_- the Z-N model during the latter portion ef the translent. Note that the
_ _ pressure differential between the Z-N and Vieille models is greater
with the increased flame-spreading speed. This is a result of the increa._ed
_ Z-N burning rates resulting from the more rapid rate of pressure rise uLth
_ increased flame-spreading speed.
"_ Additionally, in Fig. V-12 it is noted that during the [,Itlal 200
milliseconds, the pressure is overestimated while the rate of pressure
rise is underestimated. The overestimation of pressure might be at't-lbuted
_ to the fact that no delay associated with ignition inltiatlou is InCOrl_orated
_ in the analysis. And the underestimation of pressure rise may be caused
!; 1 by the assumption that the propellant grain is ignited adjacent to the
' I igniter and progresses with time from that point. BJr, }n fact, the pro-
,_ pellant is probably ignited, after a delay, for some distance down the
. 1 motor port, resulting in a hlgher-than-pred_cted pressure rise during rhi._:
_' portion of the transient. It is ptanned to _ncorporate these consid_,_t.ltms
_, into the analysis at a later time.
_'_, Although there exists some uneertaluty of flame-spread.lng speed and
_" Arrhenlus burning law coz_stants, the Z.-Ntheory does show potetatial a.,_
':_' demonstrated in Refs. 7 and 8, for more ac(:urately pred_etlng the unsteady
?_" burning rates associated w_th ignition and extlnguishme_t transients. The
_i;_ Z-N theory has been demonstrated to be functional over a wide range of
_ Arrhenius constants, but any addltioual quantitative conclusions o, the
_-_/_ valldlty of the model must await more re]lable values of the Arrhen_us
_,:,_, constants.
f,
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
r
The continued research in internal ballistic performance variation has
produced considerable reduction in computer execution tlme_ for both the
design analysis and Monte Carlo programs. Handling of input data by the
user has been simplified and the volume of printed material reduced.
An alternative technique has been developed for predicting thrust
imbalance without recourse co the Monte Carlo program which is best
applied to the tailoff portion of the operation. A scaling :elatlonshlp
has been established to relate theoretical results to test results which
may be applied to the alternative technlque of predicting thrust imbalance _ :'
or to the Monte Carlo evaluation.
/d4 tlcr_l evidence of the validity of the analysis of circular-
perfor _ ,pellant deformation effects upon internal ba_llstlc perform-
ance h. b_L, presented. The grain deformation analysis coupled with a
new model of erosive burning seems to offer great potential for improving
the predictability of SRM performance. The te_hnlque, however, needs to
be further investigated before the approach is incorporated into the Monte
Carlo program. Partieula£ attention needs to be given to two-dlmens onal
nozzle flo% and erosive burning threshold velocity effects. Although we
have presented an approach for extending the grain deformation analysis to
star-type grains, the method is somewhat cumPcsome. The framework has
been set, however, for a simplified app.oacb. The more rigorous approach
has also shown star grain aeformation would he of small consequance fcr
many configurations, e.g., the Space Shvttle.
Finally, the extended investigation into the effect of strain rate _,l,
propallant 5urnlng rate leads to the conclusion that the thermoelastic
effect ).sgenerally negligible for both steadily Increasln S pressure loads
and oscillatory loads. No reason appears to exist for continued research
in thermoelastic behavior. However, the capability to calculate the in-
fluence of oscillating pressure loads on translent burning rates makin_
use of the Zeldovlch and Novozh_lov transient burning rate model _ay prove
us_ful in combustion instability in;estigatlons.
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